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THE SOLUTION TO THE QUESTION OF PRO LIFE OR PRO CHOICE
You would think that the reincarnation of Jesus would support the traditional Christian concept of prolife and condemn abortion. I do not. If you subscribe to the notion that God gave hu-man “free will”
then it is the Hu-man who decides whether to abort the fetus or not. What does the Bible say about
abortion? In other words, what does God “believe” about abortion conveyed through His prophets?
Nearly nothing! Why?
I do not believe God gave hu-man free will. I believe that God gave us the freedom of choice to do the
will of God which earns us free will. Living in God consciousness the choices we make are different
from the ones we make when not in God consciousness. Whether it be free will or freedom of choice
God gave us that gift. There are consequences to all our choices and we must take responsibility for
those choices both good and bad.
I do not believe any human being should take away the freedom of choice of another human being or
judge another human being for actions not acceptable to one’s own personal religious convictions. It is
the woman’s choice what she does with her body and no one else’s. If the woman chooses to abort for
whatever reason that choice may or may not have karmic consequences. Only the soul knows.
No one is a victim of rape. Being raped is the effect of a prior causal event in another lifetime. What
goes around comes around. If you raped someone in a prior lifetime you will most likely be raped in
this lifetime to pay off the karmic debt. The victim (not innocent), not understanding the law of karma,
will then inflict further karmic debt by aborting the fetus prohibiting the earthbound soul to reincarnate
back on earth to live out its life’s mission and destiny. This then creates a new karmic situation. When it
comes time for the person who aborted the fetus to die and await their turn to return to earth to pay off
their karmic debts and to fulfill their mission and destiny, they will be aborted and the debt will be
settled. No one knows how long the soul must wait for another opportunity to return to earth delaying
its return to God, the ultimate goal of all souls.
God is a forgiving God and the way to break the karmic cycle is through genuine remorse and
regret(religions call this repentence) asking for God’s forgiveness. Through the Law of Grace the soul
in the body who created the abortion offense against its self is forgiven. Once humanity understands
these principles the practice of abortion will slowly fade away. Birth control is not the same as
abortion. There is a particular time when the soul enters the womb giving human life to the fetus. This
is the time NOT to abort but to let the soul be born to be loved and to love and to fulfill its mission and
destiny whatever that may be.
Every pregnancy situation is different. Unprotected sex, rape, incest, et al, in the realm of an unwanted
pregnancy will most likely consider abortion. Understanding the karmic consequences in most cases
should stop the abortion. There are many loving people who would love to adopt that child and giving
it a shot at life, for better or worse.

Education on the prevention of pregnancy needs to be taught in all schools. Public, private and
religious. The principles of spirituality and the laws of the universe like cause and effect need to be an
integral part of all school curriculum. The issue isn’t abortion, it’s prevention. No person and no judge
can choose for another human being the choices only they can make for themselves.
Life on earth is the only ticket to get back to the kingdom of God. Think about the consequences for
taking away a soul’s ticket. That alone, if I were a woman contemplating abortion, would scare the holy
crap out of me. And remember this when pondering free will and freedom of choice; God does not
stand in judgment of any soul. The soul, when it leaves the body, stands before God in judgment of its
own self.
Amen

